USA 2012 – Of Beer and Trains by Andy Powis (note: additional material provided by Simon
Bennett)
Day 1 - Thursday 26th April 2012

(Stroud to Heathrow)

Following a lift to Stroud station 158888 was boarded for the trip to Swindon, where Mr Ashby was
spotted lurking, 43195 & 133 were duly boarded and off to London we headed. As expected on
arrival in London we had become rather thirsty, so a visit to the Mad Bear and Bishop on Paddington
station was required (Gales – Spring Sprinter and Fullers – Bengal Lancer being sampled). Getting to
Heathrow involved sitting on the next available departure only to have to change trains to get Steve
a winning 332. At T1/T3 we transferred to 360205 for the run to T4 where beers and food were
obtained in the Wetherspoons. It was then a Taxi to the Travelodge and some well earned sleep.
Day 2 – Friday 27th April 2012

(Heathrow to Newark)

Friday started with an alarm call at 0600 in order to get the shuttle bus to Terminal 1. From T1
another trip on 360205 was had in order to get to Terminal 4. Check in, bags and security cleared it
was time for some breakfast (even I avoided the beer!!!).
Delta Airlines (DL4) was duly boarded, New York here we come!!!
New York JFK was reached some 20 minutes late; together with being at the back of the plane meant
we were some of the last to clear immigration. Arrangements had been made to meet up with
Ian/Rick coming in from Manchester. When the sliding door opened our first sight was ‘ma lil belly’,
with a sign saying ‘Swindon Postie’ and ‘Beer Rhino’ that certainly set the scene for the next 2weeks.
The airport shuttle railway was taken to Jamaica (viewing the space shuttle sat on a 747 en route) to
meet the Long Island Railroad and the final reprobate of our party, Wobbly Bob.
A unit was taken into New York Penn, where we transferred to New Jersey Transit (4645) for the
short run out to Newark Penn to check into the Hilton opposite the station.
A quick turn round and back onto NJT 4649 to New York Penn, followed by the ‘A’ and ‘L’ metro lines
in order to reach Brooklyn, the first venue of the evening being the Brooklyn Brewery, for the beer
club night. In the brewery we sampled 10 draft keg beers and one cask. The Dry Irish Stout (cask),
Marys Maple Porter and Blast were particularly nice.
Having sampled 11 beers it was off to DBA’s and a meeting with Alex Hall. Alex now brews the
Wandering Star beers and his ‘Mild at Heart’ was particularly excellent. A number of other keg beers
were sampled taking the running total to 19, when Alex decided to take us to another location.
Breukelen Bier Merchants was reached after a short walk it was now time to hit the sample trays so
more of this excellent beer could be sampled taking the total to 32.
Getting back to the hotel was all a bit of a blur but apparently we took the Metro all the way.

Day 3 – Saturday 28th April 2012

(Newark to West Palm Beach)

A leisurely start was called for on Saturday morning with a plan to go to Hoboken to photograph the
view of Manhattan and sample some NJT diesel power. Due to engineering work on the metro, we
encountered delays getting to Hoboken resulting in slight changes to the plan. NJT 4002 was taken
to Secaucus and NJT 4649 (a dud loco!!!) was taken into New York.
It was agreed we would walk to the bottom of the Empire State Building and have lunch in one of
the Heartland Brewery Tap’s. There was a choice of 11 beers on tap with 10 tasted taking the
running total to 42. The ‘Cherry Blossom IPA’ and ‘Farmer John’s Oatmeal Stout’ were very nice, with
the Belgium Hibiscus Triple being very unusual. Lunch took a bit longer than expected so we were
late getting to the Rattle & Hum where a meet had been arranged with Alex.
Due to our limited time only 2 flights (4 samplers) of beer were managed with a good range of beers.
The ‘Weyerbacher Old Heathen’ on cask was very nice at a respectable 8%. The running total of
beers had now risen to 50.
NJT 4632 took us back to the hotel to retrieve our bags and sample a winner in the bar, before
joining Amtrak’s Silver Meteor with electric 927 at the head end.
The Silver Meteor is electric hauled as far as Washington, where genesis 67 and 118 took over for
the run to Florida.
As is normal on the Amtrak long distance trains the supply of good beer is very limited. Luckily we
had purchased some supplies which allowed us to have a ‘compo party’ after dinner, taking the
running total to 57.
Day 4 – Sunday 29th April 2012
Early to rise and with breakfast done we took advantage of the fuel stop at Jacksonville in order to
get some fresh air. My, it was hot!!!!
As the day progressed we wended our way through the orange plantations of Florida. It was
necessary to have a second compo party in order to finish off the remaining bottles that had been
purchased. It was then that we asked the question, Sunshine State? Not on our visit. It seemed to be
constant showers.
The train was a lot quieter after passing Orlando, ‘the house of the mouse’ as announced by the
conductor, with many passengers heading off to the delights of Disney.
West Palm Beach was reached at 1700 and after check in it was time for dinner. The location picked
was Brewzzi’s Italian American restaurant and brewpub. The beers offered the usual range from
Blonde, Maibock, Stout through to and Indian Brown Ale (very nice!!). There was a novel concept
with beer in that the Tropical Madness (Raspberry Flavour) actually came with Raspberries floating
in the pint.
It was decided to check out the hotel bar for a quick night cap. To our surprise there were 3 Florida
draft beers on tap and an impressive range of bottles in the fridge. This took the running total up to
74 before we retired for the night.

SB - Meanwhile, over in California, Warwick McIntosh was boarding the Sunset Limited for the
journey to New Orleans, with the aim of meeting the main party in Newark, NJ, on Thursday 3rd May.
Day 5 – Monday 30th April 2012

(Full day in Florida)

Today was planned to be a Tri-Rail day in the sun, sorry no sun but more rain.
Tri-Rail is the commuter rail system that runs in southern Florida, mainly locomotive hauled but with
one DMU diagram. So it will come as no surprise that as we stood on West Palm Beach station, what
comes round the corner but one of the DMU sets. A move was hatched to get to Miami taking in as
many loco turns as was possible. Steve and I were starting a little later than the others as we are not
so desperate and valued our sleep more.
Miami transfer was reached at 1054, having had unit 705/706 and loco’s 813, 812, 817 and 816.
Miami transfer is a fair hop out of the city so we elected to cover the complete metro system (1 line,
soon to become 2). In the centre of Miami they have a ‘Metro-mover’ system, which was sampled
for one stop to get us to lunch.
Lunch was at Gordon Biersch, one of a chain of pubs that brews lager style beers. Seven different
beers were sampled with the Hefeweizen being the best. Following a brief chat with the brewer we
found a second brew pub in Miami, which the beer Rhino had missed. This pub was located close to
the university and as luck would have it near to a metro station.
The Titanic brewing company offered a really good range of beers; Ship Builders Oatmeal Stout,
Black Star IPA and Dry Hopped IPA were the best on offer. The pub also contained 2 guest beers
from other Florida breweries. The running total had now risen to 92.
Unfortunately attending this second brewery meant that we had missed most of the rush hour
trains.
Our move back to West Palm Beach included a stopover at Boca Raton. Eventually 2 taxis were
located and we headed off to the Funky Buddha Brewpub. Five of their own beers were on offer (e.g.
Piiti Porter, Hop Gun IPA & Passion Fruit Wheat), along with approximately 10 guests (e.g. Avery –
Maharaja IPA and Stone – Russian Imperial Stout 2012). This took the running total up to 102.
A short taxi hop back to the station, then some thrash from 812 before a nightcap in the hotel bar (a
few more bottles!!).
Day 6 – Tuesday 1st May 2012

(Miami to Raleigh)

Time to leave the sunshine state and would you believe it the sun actually came out. We arranged
which train we had to be on for arrival at Miami Transfer, and then set about trying to find some
new locos. Needless to say Steve and I were the last to start, but that didn’t stop us getting 3
winning locos on the way into Miami (809, 805 & 802). You can tell Tri-rail have some new locos on
order as the old ones are very tired. 802 was suffering from some rather large rust holes.
On reaching Miami it was a short walk across to the Amtrak station where the Silver Star was
boarded. Genesis 200 & 40 being the power for the next leg of the journey.

As we wended our way north the weather improved. At the first smoke break in Tampa it was
positively hot. The arrival at Tampa was something special, setting back at speeds of 25 to 30 mph.
Re-boarding the train I carried on with my orange juice (yes a soft drink!), as Amtrak was up to its
usual standard with no beer. This did change for evening meal as it was decided to sample some
read wine. The evening was then finished off with a few wee drams.
SB - Meanwhile Steve Bates and Richard Bishop were enjoying the hospitality of Virgin Atlantic on
their way to New York’s JFK International Airport.
Day 7 – Wednesday 2nd May 2012
Raleigh was our destination on this leg of the Silver Star which meant an early rise so that breakfast
could be consumed. On arrival at Raleigh we dropped off the bags at the hotel and went shopping.
We even looked round the Farmers market!! This successfully killed enough time until the pub
opened at 1100. The pub which was effectively between the hotel and the station was a lucky find,
as it had 88 taps available. A number of sampler trays were consumed taking the running total to
122.
The train at 1145 was only just made and had North Carolina locos at the head 1810 and 1893 (ex Go
Transit from Ontario). We took the train to Greensboro where it became apparent that only 1 of the
locos (1810) was powering.
The connection at Greensboro should have only been thirteen minutes. As we were running late we
stayed on the platform to await the train back to Raleigh. It was then that disaster struck the station
PA announced that the train had hit a dump truck just north of Charlotte and that the train was to be
replaced by a bus. Fair play to Amtrak the bus appeared within an hour for our 2 hour journey back
to Raleigh. On arrival at Raleigh the general consensus was we would now give up playing trains and
opt for some liquid refreshment.
In the old railway depot across from the station we found The Tasty Beverage Bottle Store. Wow
what a selection of bottles!!! In the rear of the store there were also a number of draft beers
available. We were briefly interrupted by Norfolk Southern 9886 and 9269 passing through on
freight. Before checking into the hotel we waited and photographed Amtrak 193 on the late running
Carolinian.
The destination picked for evening meal was Natty Greens Brewpub, offering 11 different beers. I
will make no comment on the food I received!! Natty Greens was situated right next to a railroad
crossing which meant the occasional interruption (2 freights and 2 empty stocks). The last empty
stock passed as were leaving the pub and heading to the Boylan Bridge Brewpub.
It was quite a shock at the Boylan Bridge to find that the artwork for the Pullman Porter was a UK
class 67 on Mark II coaches!! We sat at the bar and talked beers with the barman (and brewer) and a
couple of locals.
The last venue of the night was just round the corner from the hotel, The Flying Saucer pub.
Needless to say a number of beers were sampled, some fun was had reading the saucers attached to
the walls and the view was enjoyed. The running total is now 153.

SB - Steve and Richard had spent a pleasant day roving the New York rail system using a weekly
season from Bay Head, NJ, to Port Jervis, NY. This ticket acts as a rover for the entire New Jersey
transit heavy rail system excluding the Philadelphia 30th Street to Atlantic City route; however it also
includes Metro North Railroads Poughkeepsie line from New York Grand Central Station. There is
some debate as to how far along the Poughkeepsie Line the ticket is valid with the official view from
Metro North Railroad being that it is valid through to Poughkeepsie. A number of Conductors queried
this as they thought it was only valid as far as Beacon Station. As Beacon is the East of Hudson
railhead for the Port Jervis Line it is my belief that the train crews are probably right however I will go
with the official line as it gives additional mileage on an amazingly good value ticket.
Day 8 – Thursday 3rd May 2012

(Raleigh to Philadelphia)

Departure from Raleigh was again on the Amtrak Silver Star with 147 and 24 at the head, running
approximately 30 minutes late. Today was a relatively low mileage day with us only heading as far as
Philadelphia.
A break was had at Washington, whilst 147 and 24 were replaced with 928. This gave us a chance to
view some of the MARC and VRE locomotives in the station confines.
Departure from Washington was on time for a fast sprint up the main line to Philadelphia, where we
arrived early. At the station it was decided to check out the station bar. In the station bar a very apt
named beer was found ‘Abita – Andygator’, which of course had to be sampled.
We took the suburban line operated by SEPTA down to Market East. On route to the hotel we had a
break to photograph a Bristol VR, posing nicely on the corner of the street in the sun.
The evening venues were planned to be a number of Brew Pubs which could be accessed from the
Metro system (when we could eventually get tickets, the machine didn’t like Rick).
Triumph Brewing Company is situated in the old part of town and appeared to be a very happening
place. There was a private party upstairs which involved what appeared to be a number of very nice
models!!! Back to the beer there were nine beers available to sample. The cask conditioned Jewish
Rye was excellent and the food was very good.
On the way back to the Metro station we stumbled on the Khyber Pass Pub, which was advertising 2
cask ales and playing loud rock music. A no brainer then!!! The Flying Dog – Raging Bitch (8.3%) and
Climax – ESB (5.5%) were the cask beers on offer, together with at least 15 other beers. In total 9
beers were sampled which included a freebie from the waitress who was impressed by us trying the
different beers.
The metro station was eventually reached and we headed off to the Nodding Head Brewpub. There
were six beers to be sampled, but unfortunately we had just missed the cask.
The evening was rounded off with a gentle stroll back to the hotel, with the running total having
risen to 182.
SB - This was the day when everybody would finally be on the other side of the pond. Tim Howlett
and Paul Roderigues flew with British Airways from London Heathrow at 8.30am, whilst myself and
Nigel Daff flew from Manchester via Heathrow to Newark. Tim and Paul arrived almost 1 hour early

at JFK Airport whilst our flight with United Airlines was equally stress free and over 1 hour early into
Newark. Unfortunately every other trans Atlantic flight was early and the queues at Immigration
were very long as aircraft arrived from points all over Europe. After 1 ½ hours we finally cleared
Immigration and headed to Newark International Airport Station for the train to Newark Penn and
check in at the Hilton Hotel, just across the road. ALP46 electric 4618 was the power to Newark Penn
and after we checked into the hotel and collected Warwick McIntosh the plan was to ride through to
Bay Head on the North Jersey Coast Line. I received a text message from Steve saying that Richard
and himself were on the train and that power was GP40PH-2A 4146, but when our train rolled into
Newark Penn, GP40PH-2B 4217 was at the head. It turned out that Steve and Richard were on the
previous departure and so we all finally got together in Bay Head.

New Jersey Transit GP40PH-2B 4217 pulls the empty stock of train 2307 16.55 Hoboken to Bay Head into Bay
rd
Head yard on 3 May 2012. Photograph by Simon Bennett.

Our return to Newark was to be punctuated with a visit to the excellent JJ Bitting Brewpub at
Woodbridge, NJ. We took train 4378 to Long Branch at 19.16 with PL42AC 4011, changing onto train
3278 with ALP46 4638 through to Woodbridge. Soon after our arrival at the Brewpub, Paul and Tim
made an appearance and a very pleasant 2 ½ hours was had enjoying the fine brews and food at this
establishment. Final move of the day was train 3288 with ALP46 4624 back to Newark and some
much needed rest.

Day 9 – Friday 4th May 2012

(Philadelphia to Atlantic City to Newark)

It was planned this morning to get a SEPTA electric locomotive in the book, which we hoped would
be on the named train coming in from Trenton. SEPTA 4302 duly arrived and we headed to 30 th
Street.
At 30th Street we transferred to NJT for a trip to Atlantic City behind 4207. Unfortunately for me our
time in Atlantic City did not match with the opening hours of the brewpub!!!
NJT 4202 took us back from Atlantic City to Lindenwold, where we transferred to PATCO for an
exciting run to Broadway. The trains appeared to be automatic with the driver just pressing buttons
in a seat directly next to the front passenger seat. At Broadway, we walked across the road to join
the NJT River Line, diesel trams swapping between street running and freight track. This was a very
pleasant way of getting to Trenton, where we transferred to NJT 4627 for the run to Newark.
After checking into the hotel, we joined a set of NJT units for a trip into New York Penn.
It had been arranged at New York to have a Manhattan pub crawl with Alex Hall. This started by
walking to the Beer Authority where 6 different beers were sampled. From the Beer Authority we
took the ‘S Line’ and then ‘6 Line’ on the Metro to reach Taproom 307. Amazingly we managed to
get some seats in this bar so decided to stay until 12 winning beers had been sampled, with a couple
more Wandering Star beers being found.
From the Taproom we went deeper into Manhattan on foot. Jimmy’s no 43 offered 3 winners and
Coopers offering a further 8.
From Coopers it seemed quite a hike to get to a Metro station and we had to use lines ‘6’, ‘L’ and ‘Z’
in order to get back to New York Penn to catch the 00.43 to Newark headed by NJT 4634. The hotel
was finally reached around 01.15, a very successful evening taking the total up to 211.
SB - Today’s plan was to cover hauled lines on New Jersey Transit that had not been covered
previously. This meant round trips to Port Jervis, NY, High Bridge, NJ, and Spring Valley, NY. But as
seems usual on these trips an early start was made to cover some locomotives in and out of Hoboken
Terminal. First move was ALP46 4659 on train 3204 4.26 Long Branch to New York Penn, from
Newark to Secaucus Junction transferring onto train 1100 4.52 Suffern to Hoboken with GP40PH-2-0
4108 for the run through to Hoboken. Of the next batch of departures the only locomotive required
was ALP46 4646 on train 607 6.15 Hoboken to Dover and as I had not previously travelled out of
Hoboken behind an electric locomotive I took this through to Newark Broad Street, returning to
Hoboken on train 1070 5.15 Hackettstown to Hoboken with PL42AC 4022. Next was a quick round
trip to Secaucus Junction, outbound on train 1203 7.35 Hoboken to Waldwick with GP40PH-2-0 4111,
returning on train 1252 7.14 Waldwick to Hoboken with PL42AC 4008. This put me back in Hoboken
in time for train 43 8.21 Hoboken to Port Jervis with GP40PH-2B 4200 and I was joined by Steve Bates
and Richard Bishop for the round trip to Port Jervis. Once North of Suffern the landscape becomes
decidedly rural and it was possible to see the site of last November’s washouts on the line which
caused the line to be shut for several months. Some steep climbs saw the locomotive working hard
before the slow approach to Port Jervis. As is usual practise on North American Railroads we had to
detrain at Port Jervis for the stock to go into the yard and this gave ample time for a look around the
immediate vicinity of the station. There is a former Erie Railroad turntable at the top of the car park

and to our surprise there were two locomotives of the New York and Greenwood Lake Railroad as
well as a number of heavyweight coaches in various states of repair.

New York and Greenwood Lake Railroad E8A 833 occupies the turntable at Port Jervis whilst ALCO RS3 935
th
looks on, on 4 May 2012. Photograph by Simon Bennett.

NJT 4200 was also on our return run to Secaucus Junction on train 62 11.31 ex Port Jervis and here I
said goodbye to Steve and Richard and changed onto ALP46 4658 for the short run to Newark Penn
Station on train 3849, 14.07 New York Penn to Trenton. The Raritan Valley line is the only route on
NJT’s heavy rail commuter lines that does not have direct service to New York Penn or Hoboken with
all trains starting and terminating at Newark Penn. I boarded train 5729, 15.07 Newark to High
Bridge, with PL42AC 4020 on the point and after an unremarkable run I arrived at the small station in
High Bridge on time. Soon I was returning to Newark on train 5746, 16.43 from High Bridge and on
arrival in Newark changed onto train 3866, 17.03 Trenton to New York Penn, with ALP46 4612
returning me to Secaucus Junction so I could transfer to the Spring Valley line. With it being rush hour
the service to Spring Valley is outbound only until after 9pm so there was an opportunity to make a
few leaps down the line and maybe score an engine or two. Train 1637, 18.43 Hoboken to Spring
Valley arrived with PL42AC 4031 which, although dud, was taken to Emerson. With 40 minutes to
wait for the next train I had a quick look out of the station to see what I could find and luckily there
was a bar just a few minutes’ walk away. This had an open air veranda and bar area and I managed
a couple of very tasty Sam Adams Cherry Wheat beers before returning to the station for train 1641
19.25 Hoboken to Spring Valley, hauled by F40PH-2CAT 4114, also dud for haulage. This took me
through to Spring Valley where I spent 36 minutes before returning to Secaucus Junction, again with

4114. To say that Spring Valley was “interesting” would be an understatement. I decided not to
venture from the station as it had now gone dark and frankly, the area around the station did not
seem like the sort of area a “tourist” should be wandering around outside of daylight hours. The
station forms part of a transit interchange and so there were plenty of people milling around this
area and I believe there is safety in numbers! A quick transfer at Secaucus Junction put me on train
3293, 22.18 New York Penn to Long Branch with ALP46 4645 and on arrival at Newark Penn I decided
to call it a night, as there was another early start the following morning.

NJT PL42AC 4020 sits at Newark Penn Station having arrived with train 5746, 16.43 from High Bridge on 4
May 2012. Photograph by Simon Bennett.

Day 10 – Saturday 5th May 2012

th

(Newark to Boston)

Following on from the very late night, it was a very early morning, as we were booked on the 0625
train to Boston with Amtrak 925. Needless to say there was a lot of examining the insides of the
eyelids on this train.
On reaching Boston we took the metro out to Tufts Medical Centre and into the hotel (our base for
the next three nights).
Back into the town centre we decided to visit the Boston Beer Works, just outside Boston North
station (1 of 2 in the town, the other being located near the rounder’s pitch). It was a month of
British themed beers, Ploughman’s Ale, Bullfinch British Ale and Old Iron side Ale being amongst the
specials. In all there were 18 beers available to sample, so the sampler trays were used. We enjoyed

our lunchtime session so much that we decided to keep going into the afternoon with a move to
Stoddard’s (recommended by Alex Hall). A great choice of beers with 5 cask ales available (Notch –
Black Bitter, Wachusett – Imperial Black IPA, Boulder – Mojo IPA, Mayflower – Golden Ale and
Haverhill – Hoppy as Helles). It was very difficult not to get carried away and make it back to the
station in time to catch Amtrak 76 to Haverhill.
On arrival we headed off to the Haverhill Brewpub in order to celebrate the birthdays of both Bob
and Steve Bates. A selection of 8 beers was on offer which took the total to 233.
The run back into Boston was on MBTA 1075, sat in the back coach soaking up the thrash.
SB - Whilst Andy and Co. went in search of beer, Nigel Daff and myself went in search of MBTA
diesels. I had a plan which revolved around covering all of MBTA’s routes, starting with those out of
Boston North Station. My first planned move was a round trip on the Rockport line but unfortunately
the line was not operating through to Rockport due to work being undertaken on the River crossing
at Manchester. But with engines to cover it was off on train 1109, 12.15 Boston North to Beverly
Farms, with GP40PH-2 1131 detraining at Beverly for train 1164, 12.48 Newburyport to Boston
North, with F40PH 1013, back to Boston to go and check-in at the hotel for the next three nights.

With fewer days ahead than behind, Amtrak AEM7 925 sits on the blocks at Boston South Station having
th
arrived with train 150, 3.15am Washington Union to Boston South on 5 May 2012. Photograph by Simon
Bennett.

A view across Boston North Station, showing MBTA F40PH 1014, MBTA F40PH-2C 1075 and Amtrak DASH9th
P42B 76 which is waiting to haul the Downeaster service to Portland, ME on 5 May 2012. Photograph by
Simon Bennett.

Day 11 – Sunday 6th May 2012

(Full day in Boston)

The plan for today was to cover the Amtrak track to Portland, ME. Departure was at 0850 behind
Amtrak 71 covering the same route as the previous evening’s trip to Haverhill.
On arrival at Portland, a taxi was grabbed to go into town. That was an experience!!! The sat nav was
given to me to program in the address, I then had to direct the driver based on the Sat Nav!
We initially visited Gritty McDuff’s Brewpub. This came across as a nice British style pub with a view
out over the harbour. The Best bitter and Red Claws Brown were on cask and very nice to.
As we were in Portland it was decided that we should try some of the Shipyard beers. We were
dually directed to a Lobster Bar on the harbour side. Shipyard – Summer Ale and Old Thumper
(based on Ringwood – Old Thumper) were tasted. We also found 4 other local breweries, being
Allagash, Grearys, Sea Dog and Peak Organic. I’d go back to this Lobster bar any day.
The next visit was to the second brewpub in the town, Sebago Brewing Company, located in the
Hampton Inn. This was a much more modern affair but the beers were still as excellent as the
others. We all sat at the bar and worked our way through the 9 beers on offer.
A taxi was booked and off we went back to the station, four in the back seat was interesting!!

Amtrak 76 provided the power back into Boston (shame it hadn’t swapped from the previous day).
The evening meal was planned to be in Rock Bottom in Boston, where we met up with some of the
other party members. Eight beers from their own brew plant were sampled together with four
guests.
After a very nice meal we decided to take the others to show them Stoddards and of course sample
some of the other beers that were required (9 in total). The evening finished with a nightcap in the
hotel and a leap in numbers to 281.
SB - Today’s non beer related plan was to cover the routes to Newburyport, Fitchburg and Lowell.
First move was train 2153, 9.30am Boston North to Newburyport with F40PH 1012 which also
worked train 2160 10.48 return to Boston North which I took to Swampscott. Having discovered
earlier that Fitchburg line trains were terminating at Ayer due to track replacement work I had
decided the best option was to make a couple of unplanned moves to score some loco’s before
heading out to Lowell. Next move was F40PH-2 1036 on train 2157, 11.30am Boston North to
Newburyport from Swampscott to Beverly for GP40PH-2 1136 Back into Boston on train 2112, 12.25
Beverly Farms to Boston North. I was now in a position to cover the Lowell route two hours earlier
than originally planned so off I went on train 2307, 14.00 Boston North to Lowell with GP40PH-2
1131 which then returned me to Boston north on train 2308, 15.00 Lowell to Boston North. I then
dumped the bag back at the hotel and joined the others at the Rock Bottom for a very nice meal and
a few beers before discovering the delights of Stoddard’s.

Two MBTA GP40PH-2 locomotives, 1128 and 1126, wait their next turns of duty at Boston North Station on
th
Sunday 6 May 2012. Photograph by Simon Bennett.

Day 12 – Monday 7th May 2012

(Full day in Boston)

Oh dear not a good start, feeling very broken this morning from the previous days session. It was
agreed that a quiet day was called for, so off we went to the Samuel Adams Brewery. Ian, Steve, Bob
and I all met up at Stony Brook Metro station where Ian pointed out that he had lost Rick (more
later)!!
The Samuel Adams brewery in Boston is a small affair these days where they brew all the new beers
and check out the recipes. This fits in with the current TV advertisement which has been viewed on a
number of occasions.
The guide gave a very interesting account of the brewery’s history and the process used then it was
into the sample room. A question was asked about this being the first beer of the day (1100 tour
start); unfortunately for us it wasn’t as we didn’t finish that early the night before. In all 3 beers were
sampled.
We then took the ‘disco’ trolley bus from the brewery to Doyle’s (first pub to sell Sam Adams Boston
Lager), where we sampled 4 more Sam’s beers and had some lunch.
Heading back into Boston we all agreed that an afternoon nap would be a very good idea as we were
still feeling a bit dodgy. There was still no news on Rick!!
After a short power nap we decided to play on some MBTA commuter trains out of North station.
Locomotives 1123, Ex MARC 66, 1013, 1034 and 1036 were sampled leaving us at Porter Square on
the Red Line. The end of the line was visited (Alewife) and suitable photographs were taken.
It was now time for beer, taking the red line back to Harvard and into John Harvard’s Brewpub to
sample 6 different beers. Communication was had with Rick who arranged to meet us at Kendall; we
waited, he didn’t show. Eventually we reached the Cambridge Brewing Company where the chimp
was residing. It was now time for some food and a leisurely sample of the 12 beers that were on
offer (running total now 306). Blunderbuss Barley wine 2011 was an excellent beer, before retracing
our steps back to the hotel.
SB - Today was spent covering routes on the South side of Boston in the excellent company of
Warwick McIntosh. First route covered was the Middleboro/Lakeville route taking train 003, 6.35am
through to Middleboro with GP40PH-2 1124 which then returned with train 010, 8.00am Middleboro
to Boston South which we left at Braintree to await train 061 through to Plymouth via Kingston. This
train takes the Kingston line first before returning to the junction with the Plymouth route and
reversing to head into Plymouth. F40PH-2 1055 did the honours before returning to Boston with train
060 at 10.40am. Next route to cover was the last to be opened, back in 2010, the Greenbush line. A
round trip with GP40PH-2 1137 on train 077, 12.41 Boston south to Greenbush and train 084, 14.11
return was made, Steve and Richard joining us for this little excursion. Back at Boston South it was
time to grab some food before heading out to Forge Park/Route 495 on the final route of the day.
Some trains on this route travel via the Fairmont Line which diverges from the normal route at
Reedville, a noticeably complicated station. The plan was to travel out on train 715, 15.55 ex Boston
South, which covered the normal route to Forge Park and return on train 796 17.36 to Boston South
via the Fairmont Line, thus giving both routes in one round trip. Train 715 was formed of a full set of
double deck coaches with GP40PH-2 1136. With the train being formed of double deckers I was

expecting it to be very busy, but on departure from Boston I noted a lot of empty seats. Thinking that
this train would form a later and possibly busier departure from Boston I was surprised to see that on
arrival at Forge Park, the train was run empty to stable at Franklin. After 34 minutes we returned to
Boston with F40PH-2C 1056 on train 796 which duly diverged from the previous route at Reedville
and ran fast to Boston South. A very enjoyable day was had and the evening was finished with a
return visit to the Rock Bottom for another excellent meal.

Seen passing in the siding north of Braintree are GP40PH-2 1124 heading for Boston and F40PH-2C 1051 on the
th
next Middleboro/Lakeville service on 7 May 2012. Photograph by Simon Bennett.

With ditch lights blazing, MBTA F40PH-2C 1056 arrives at Forge Park/Route 495 station with an outbound
th
service from Boston South before forming train 796, 17.36 return to Boston on 7 May 2012. Photograph by
Simon Bennett.

Day 13 – Tuesday 8th May 2012

(Boston to Chicago)

Time to move onto our next city; on the 1145 Boston to Chicago Lake Shore Limited. Prior to
departure time was filled playing on the MBTA traction out of South station (1067, 11, 1035, 1032,
1130, 1026, 1033, 1117 & 1063).
We finally got the tale of the missing Rick; he had got himself a single room in order to avoid the
Edwards snoring!!!
The bar on the station was visited just prior to departure as we’d spotted 2 Harpoon beers available
giving me a total of 308.
We said goodbye to Boston behind Amtrak 109 & 171 as far as Albany. At Albany the train was
shunted and joined to the portion that arrived from New York, also 171 was swapped for 102 and off
we headed to Chicago.
SB - A few quick moves to make this morning, before leaving for Chicago. First the route to Needham
Heights was covered on a round trip with F40PH-2C 1071 on trains 605, 7.05 Boston South to
Needham Heights and train 606, 8.02 return which was taken as far as Boston Back Bay station. Here
I changed to train 909 to cover the Stoughton branch with GP40PH-2 1117, before returning to
Boston South on train 910 9.40 ex Stoughton, again with 1117. On arrival back in Boston we met with
the other members of the party and Richard, Steve and myself decided to retire to the Amtrak Acela
Lounge for a rest and a few snacks prior to boarding the Boston portion of the Lake Shore Limited.
This was a new route for me through to Albany Rensselaer and it seemed to be a pretty tortuous
route in places, with the pair of Genesis working very hard. Obviously this had taken its toll on 171
which was replaced at Albany with 102. Of railway interest was the new Intermodal terminal which
CSX Transportation had built to the West of Worcester, MA. This has enabled CSX to close the
terminal in Boston releasing route capacity for MBTA to increase commuter service to Worcester. For
Boston customers, CSX will provide “drayage” service by road as part of the through service and
whilst this will increase the road miles covered the overall increase in capacity of the new terminal
will mean a better service to CSX customers and helps to stave off the threat posed by the Pan Am
Southern/Norfolk Southern terminal at Ayer, MA which is due to open soon as part of the Patriot
Route development being jointly promoted by the two companies. A quick word about the on board
experience on the Lake Shore Limited. I find that the Amtrak experience is made better or worse by
the general competence and friendliness of the crews. Most Amtrak crews I have met have been
excellent at what they do and a credit to the company and uniform. The young lady sleeping car
attendant was very good, being helpful and informative during our journey, despite a lack of sleep
due to customers joining and leaving the train through the night. Unfortunately the Cafe car steward
was anything but helpful. A poorly stocked car and a bad attitude which included closing the Cafe
some two hours before arrival in Chicago meant that we made very little use of the Cafe car, which is
a shame, as we had money to spend. Fortunately, the Dining Car crew were superb and again, a real
credit to the company and uniform.
Day 14 – Wednesday 9th May 2012

(A day in Chicago)

Chicago was reached early having changed from Eastern Time to Central time, where it was decided
to go for some lunch, via the hotel.

The lunch venue picked was the Goose Island Brewery at Clybourn, a place visited on many previous
occasions. To the surprise of both Bob and I there were 11 required beers on tap. I also sampled my
favoured Garlic and Stilton Burger.
From Goose Island we decided to check out some new locations. Local options was found, only to be
closed (boy did my ears get bent). We then headed to Berwyn to find Hamburger Marys. Success,
they were open and they had 5 beers on offer. This was a very small affair, but whilst talking to the
bar staff we discovered that there was a good beer bar (The Hop leaf) just down the street, so we
headed there. This allowed us to pick up beers from some of the other Chicago micros
(Metropolitan, Finches & Half Acre) before heading back into town.
The evening’s farewell meal was planned for the required Haymarket Brewpub. We ended up
splitting into two groups but had a very nice Pizza and sampled 11 of their beers. A great selection of
IPA’s!! Total was now 349.
Our goodbyes were said and we headed back to the hotel.
SB - Having covered all the hauled routes in Chicago today was all about locomotives and two in
particular. Metra F40PH-2’s 180 and 184 were the last two that I needed from the first 85 Metra
locomotives and as luck would have it, both were working the Rock Island district route out of LaSalle
Street station. Nigel, Steve, Richard and myself made our way round to LaSalle Street and purchased
our tickets and I made a little detour to the Metra Police Department office on the station to inform
them that we were on the property and that we would be spending the bulk of the day there. I did
this as the Rock Island District was where we had had our little issue with the Police in 2007, so I
thought it better to advise them of our presence. First move was train 509, 10.30 LaSalle Street to
Joliet, with MP36PH-3S 410 which was taken to 119th Street. We detrained and crossed via the foot
crossing to the northbound platform for our return. As I was looking down the track towards Blue
Island I noticed a Police car crossing the level crossing at 123rd Street and heading in our direction.
Soon the car crossed the tracks near us and with a toot of the horn and a friendly wave the officer
continued on his way. Well, at least they knew we were around! Next train was no. 510, 10.24 Joliet
to LaSalle Street, with F40PH-2 180.One down, one to go. This was taken back to Gresham where we
detrained and waited for the next southbound. Train 511, 11.30 to Joliet arrived with MP36PH-3S
408 which returned us to 119th Street, before returning to Brainerd on train 512, 11.24 ex Joliet with
F40PH-2 183. Back to 119th Street on train 513, 12.30 ex LaSalle Street with F40PH-2 179 and then a
run back to LaSalle Street with MP36PH-3S 410 on train 514, 12.24 ex Joliet.
A short break was taken to check in at the hotel before returning to LaSalle Street to watch the
evening rush hour unfold and hopefully catch the required 184 which finally turned up on train 611,
16.45 LaSalle Street to Blue Island Vermont Street via the sub. We took this through to Blue Island
Vermont Street and waited for F40PHM-2 203 to take us back to LaSalle Street via the “Main” on
train 424, 17.11 ex Joliet. Arriving in LaSalle Street at 18.25 meant that there was not a lot left of the
evening rush and we had a pretty good idea of what would be working, so Steve, Richard and I
decided to head off to the Haymarket Pub and Brewery early, walking via Chicago Union, to see if
there was anything there and then OTC to see what was around. Steve walked down the platform at
OTC to find his and Richards last F40PH-2 off the Union Pacific district, no. 147, sat on the next
departure, so they decided to leap onto that and I headed off to the Haymarket as “Billy No Mates”. I
like the Haymarket for the selection of beer but I have to say that in future I will not eat there. This is

not because there is anything wrong with the food it is just that the menu is not very extensive. As
this was the last night for some of us, then a good session was had and instead of walking back to
the hotel it was decided a taxi would be the better option.

Metra MP36PH-3S 408 and F40PH-2 182 bathe in the sunshine at Chicago LaSalle Street Station, waiting their
th
next turns on 9 May 2012. Photograph by Simon Bennett.

Day 15 – Thursday 10th May 2012

(Chicago to Newark)

Our departure from Chicago was not planned until early evening, so we planned to visit some
familiar haunts and sample some Metra traction.
Metra 209 took us from Union to Aurora where we discovered that the All American Brewpub was
no more and that the roundhouse was now owned by the Two Brothers Brewery. What a shame
(not!!!) as all 12 beers on offer were required.
Seats were picked at the bar which allowed us to view the passing trains. After a couple of hours
Metra 199 was used to get to Downers Grove and a visit to Emmett’s Ale House. During our speed
drink session we sampled one home brewed beer and a couple of guests.
Metra 193 then took us back into town (a few of the party bailed and joined Metra 191 which was
following).
Check in and 30 minutes in the Amtrak lounge before joining Amtrak 193 on Train 50 the Cardinal to
Newark.

During the day a number of bottles had been purchased and these were sampled (taking the total to
371) before retiring for the night.

Metra F40PH-2 184 puts on a good show as it departs Blue Island Vermont Street on a deadhead move back to
th
Chicago LaSalle Street on 9 May 2012. Photograph by Simon Bennett.

SB - The original plan for today had me covering trains on the BNSF District, starting with the 5.55am
departure from Chicago Union. The alarm was duly set for 4.30am and I understand that when it did
go off I uttered a few words of discontent and switched it off. I eventually rose about 7.30am and
having showered made my way through the morning sun to Chicago Union station for train 1227
8.50am departure to Aurora which had F40PHM-2 189 on the point. Steve and Richard had made the
early start to the day and they were able to update me on the morning’s locomotives as we travelled
out to Berwyn. I am pleased to say that I would have had a very disappointing morning had I
managed to get my carcass out of bed as all of the engines were dud. Whilst at Berwyn a BNSF
Railway double stack domestic intermodal train passed through, followed by my return train to

Chicago Union with MP36PH-3S 403 on train 1260, 8.20 ex Aurora. I left Steve and Richard at Berwyn
as they wanted to see if they could photograph any freight trains which passed through. I managed a
bite of breakfast before heading for train 1229, 10.30am Chicago Union to Aurora with F40PHM-2
209 up front. I climbed on to find the United Kingdom formation beer drinking squad present and
correct and ready for their visit to the Aurora Roundhouse. This was a nice surprise and gave me
another chance to say goodbye. I left the train at Brookfield and caught train 1264, 10.20 ex Aurora
with 189, back towards Chicago. Steve and Richard boarded at Berwyn and returned to Chicago with
me. I met up with Nigel Daff and we made our way over to OTC to catch train 617, 12.30 to Crystal
Lake, with F40PH-2 158. We took this as far as Jefferson Park changing to the Blue Line train to
Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport. Our flight was a rather early 15.51 to London Heathrow
formed of a “heritage” Boeing 767-300. Fortunately, terminal 1 at O’Hare has the Goose Island
Brewery outlet just a few yards from the departure gate, so we were able to have a few drinks before
boarding. Despite the age of the aircraft, it was a very pleasant flight with an on time arrival in
London and an easy transfer through Heathrow terminal 1 for our BMI flight to Manchester.
Breakfast was taken before heading to the departure area to board the Embraer Regional Jet which
would take all 17 passengers back to Manchester. A prompt arrival meant I had time to kill at the
Airport station before my train home. I soon decided that arriving in Manchester wearing shorts and
a T-shirt was a very bad idea, and managed a quick change into jeans and a shirt for the journey back
home on the ubiquitous Trans Pennine 185 unit and for me the end of another excellent trip.

BNSF Railway GE C44-9W 5290 leads GE ES44DC 7273 on a domestic intermodal train passing through Berwyn
th
on 10 May 2012. Photograph by Simon Bennett.

Day 16 – Friday 11th May 2012
Waking up to a fairly good day, we had breakfast and sat back to enjoy the run through ‘the blue
ridge mountains of Virginia’ (could be a song there???).
During the afternoon the remainder of the bottles were polished off.
It was well into the evening by the time we had reached Washington for the locomotive change to
Amtrak 932. We also had our first warning of the holiday reference taking photographs on trains, he
was obviously bored.
Arrival at the hotel in Newark was fairly late but we all had agreed to have a farewell drink in the
bar.
SB - Steve, Richard, Paul Roderigues and Tim Howlett (who left us in Boston on Sunday 6th May and
headed for Canada before arriving back in Chicago via Port Huron on 10th May) headed off for a “day
of the Genesis”, making a round trip on the Hiawatha’s as far as Glenview, followed by a round trip
to Joliet on Lincoln service trains and then heading out on the California Zephyr and Southwest Chief
before finally arriving in Quincy Friday night. Warwick McIntosh departed Chicago on the Southwest
Chief to head back to Los Angeles before returning to Australia a few weeks later.
Day 17 – Saturday 12th May 2012

(Day in New York)

Unfortunately the last day has been reached and we decided to finally be tourists. We got up fairly
early and caught the 0810 NJT service with 4651 to New York Penn. From Penn we walked to the
Empire State Building and turned into real tourists. What a view!!!
Having come down from the tower we walked to Grand Central station where the Amtrak rail day
was taking place. Wow, what an amazing building, shame there were far too many kids there to
enjoy the exhibits of the rail day.
We walked from Grand Central to Time Square for a visit to the Hard Rock Cafe followed by a gentle
stroll down Broadway.
The lunchtime venue was the renowned Ginger man, although we had a return visit to Heartland
while we waited for it to open. At the Ginger man I decided to split sampler trays with Ian so as to
sample more beers with less volume. The session taking the final total to 402 beers tried in 2 weeks.
We had left the bags in the hotel, so we had NJT 4637 back to Newark and then NJT 4615 back to
Penn. From Penn it was onto the Long Island Railroad out to Jamaica on a 12 car unit.
Jamaica to the airport was done on transfer rail 208 & 119, marking the end of another successful
trip to the states.
The flight back home was rather eventful as a doctor was called to a passenger that had collapsed,
luckily nothing serious.
SB - Steve, Richard, Paul and Tim returned to Chicago from Quincy, this morning, with Steve and
Richard returning home with Virgin Atlantic and Paul with American Airlines. Tim, meanwhile
continued his USA adventure by making a round trip to Grand Rapids, MI, out Saturday night

returning Sunday morning and then heading for New Orleans on Amtrak’s City of New Orleans,
departing Chicago Monday night and arriving New Orleans Tuesday afternoon. He then returned to
the UK departing New Orleans on the Wednesday via Dallas/Fort Worth to London Heathrow with
American Airlines, arriving back in the UK on Thursday.
Day 18 – Sunday 13th May 2012

(London to Stroud)

Heathrow was reached slightly late due to numerous circles above London
Once I had recovered my mangled luggage it was Heathrow Express into London and Great Western
back to Stroud where I was poured into the car home and back to normality!

